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Introduction to sound synthesis 

and timbre transfer
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Timbre transfer

- Timbre (or tone, tone color, tone quality) is the “perceived sound quality of a 

musical note, sound or tone. Timbre distinguishes different types of sound 

production, such as choir voices and musical instruments”. [ref]

- Timbre transfer is a “task concerned with modifying audio samples such that 

their timbre is reformed while their semantic content is persisted”. [ref]
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timbre
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2109.02096.pdf


Existing approaches for generating sound

- Classic DSP
- Additive, subtractive,

FM, granular synthesis

- Vocoding

- Sampers/romplers

- Neural synthesis

FM (Dexed)

Subtractive (Serum)
Additive (AddStation)

Sampler (Ableton 

Sampler)

Rompler (Omnisphere)
Vocoder 

(VCX)

Neural 

(DDSP-VST)
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DSP

- Classic synthesis techniques result in unconvincing results, but are very 

interpretable.

- Physical modeling has good quality and good controls, but requires a lot of 

effort to create such models; computationally expensive.

- Samplers are extremely expensive to build, provide good quality and low or 

none controls.

- Neural synthesis as possible alternative to all of them.
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Types of neural synthesis

- Input → Latent space → Waveform 

- Input → Latent space → Spectrogram → Waveform

- In case of Audio → Audio synthesis (e.g. in timbre transfer):
- Waveform → Latent space → Waveform

- Waveform → Spectrogram → Latent space → Waveform

- Waveform → Spectrogram → Latent space → Waveform

- Waveform → Spectrogram → Latent space → Spectrogram → Waveform
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Types of neural synthesis. Conclusions

- All of them lack interpretability.

- The output quality of the sound is poor.

[ref]
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https://openreview.net/pdf?id=B1x1ma4tDr
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1jxTQh2JPIWbRsg0pU1OONYl_oAgZTgUZ/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1i-YBMubqjiclReaEVsrXJviSLn24ZUrF/view


Introducing Google Magenta’s DDSP
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- Uses neural network to predict parameters for additive and noise 

synthesisers.

- Waveform –neural network→ Synth Parameters –synths→ Waveform [ref]

- “DDSP enables an interpretable and modular approach to generative 

modeling, without sacrificing the benefits of deep learning” [ref]

DDSP – Differentiable Digital Signal Processing
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https://openreview.net/forum?id=B1x1ma4tDr
https://openreview.net/forum?id=B1x1ma4tDr


DDSP – Differentiable Digital Signal Processing
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- Advantages: [ref]
- Provides good audio quality without noticeable artefacts

- Outputs are interpretable

- Can do timbre transfer

DDSP – Differentiable Digital Signal Processing
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https://openreview.net/forum?id=B1x1ma4tDr


- Disadvantages:
- Lack of inputs interpretability [ref]

- We have also found following issues with these models:
- F0 swipes   

- Output audio somewhat lacks realism and details (MSSL=5.0 [ref])

DDSP – Differentiable Digital Signal Processing
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2112.09312.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2112.09312.pdf


- Improved version that uses additional interpretable input parameters:
- Volume

- Volume fluctuation

- Volume peak position

- Vibrato

- Brightness

- Attack Noise

- This is why it is called MIDI-DDSP: it is useful when generating sound from 

symbolic data (midi, automations, etc)

MIDI-DDSP
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MIDI-DDSP
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- However, it cannot be the only reason why MIDI-DDSP produces better 

results.

Model name MSSL* (Multi-scale spectral loss), eval Source

vn DDSP 5.00 Magenta

vn MIDI-DDSP (full) 4.97 Magenta

vn MIDI-DDSP 

(synthcoder)

4.20 Magenta

* sum of

MIDI-DDSP vs DDSP
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Our work
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Essence of our work

- Our main objective is to check whether MIDI-DDSP model is capable of 

performing timbre transfer.

- To achieve this, we have conducted a series of experiments to assess the 

capabilities and restrictions of proposed DDSP & MIDI-DDSP models.

- Our secondary goal is to better explain the performance of DDSP and MIDI-

DDSP models; to show some nuances that were omitted or explained poorly 

in the original papers.
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SynthCoder + ExpressionDecoder
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#1: Can MIDI-DDSP be used for timbre transfer?

- Yes, the whole MIDI-DDSP model is capable of doing timbre transfer.

- It has far better results then original DDSP model.
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#1: Can MIDI-DDSP be used for timbre transfer?
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#1: Can MIDI-DDSP be used for timbre transfer?
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#1: Can MIDI-DDSP be used for timbre transfer?
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#1: MIDI-DDSP: timbre transfer to violin

- Here are some examples of timbre transfer from other instruments to violin.

- The model was trained on violin only.

Model name Source 

instrument 

name

Source 

audio

Target 

instrument name

Output 

audio

Comment

all MIDI-DDSP (full) Oboe Violin Legato and vibrato are preserved well.

all MIDI-DDSP (full) Clarinet Violin Articulations are preserved well. Some artifacts with harm. distr.

all MIDI-DDSP (full) Cello Violin Violin, as an instrument, is not capable of playing such low notes.

all MIDI-DDSP (full) Trumpet Violin Preserves staccato articulation.

all MIDI-DDSP (full) Violin Violin Identity transformation.
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/16iD4_doShgUrPpjOVLzRx3B054QUY5Zx/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/16ErqgDneH85Gml6YSaVidYGHCz78TGNj/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1hWC5l-kdCoGzcWx2eD9CDX53XqJ1Ap9H/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1AqoE3hoyFGcTro0hjbpf12o2mMfhABIu/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1DmlM7mz1VSmj3duDjLtxu1Oj6os82E6g/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/17WcABgDFwBGhjPSnzojTpr-KKVdTYbgB/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1yPxQDy5yIBUR25KI2gVn1ACXyKz_txcc/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1CmXmryAboNw9MdmmP-nnqXHxuvsKsnSp/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Vd7o7JZt5LIVWEaR-qyQbpLGzKtA_MIh/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/11D__5RMHc-F1WjZiZkAoAhJX7y6OzGrW/view


SynthCoder
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#2: Can SynthCoder be used for timbre transfer?

- SynthCoder is similar to original DDSP model

- Original DDSP model was capable of performing timbre transfer

- Hypothesis: we can use SynthCoder for timbre transfer and achieve good results with greater inference speed 

compared to full MIDI-DDSP model
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#2: Can SynthCoder be used for timbre transfer?

- Answering this question implies that SynthCoder does not generalize as an audio reconstruction model.

- So if it is bad at reconstructing, it could be good at timbre transfer.
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#2a: Can SynthCoder generalize to unseen instruments?

- Mostly yes, but sometimes no.

- We have a source audio, instrument_id and f0 for that audio. We replace each of these parameters:

Model name MSSL 

(Multi-scale 

spectral 

loss)

Source for initial 

audio, f0 and 

instrument id

Source 

audio

Target 

instrument_Id

Target f0 Target input audio Output 

audio

#Steps Notes

vn SynthCoder - URMP Violin Violin same same high

vn SynthCoder –, no gt URMP Clarinet Violin same same high No timbre transfer

vn SynthCoder –, no gt URMP Clarinet Violin oct up same high pitch shifting

vn SynthCoder –, no gt URMP Clarinet Violin same Uniform Noise high
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/1oatqmfAanpKFS9qayWjIJuDMyqkiKSPX/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1OYrG0r1__ii9qsMFfyq_gng687Z5308h/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/15_jKZAbKBXm2GfWKyZuXHIstuAuLJ3Di/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1tp_S4cLL_jycbeEEF2fzptu6HjFIdmPX/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1P0_KyDuOoNV_uYZuHXru0oyJxOOR9smF/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1RItdbt6Tnl2_gmmw00wMPSmMLNo0LE4y/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1p5sq3LZ6P1woxbvqTDC38YkL35qJUVez/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1uK9NZgHK5wVk0Y3hME2gX7GaLjozJ4sy/view


#2a: Can SynthCoder generalize to unseen instruments?

- More extreme substitutions to explore limits of SynthCoder:

Model name MSSL 

(Multi-scale 

spectral 

loss)

Source for initial 

audio, f0 and 

instrument id

Source 

audio

Target 

instrument_Id

Target f0 Target input audio Output 

audio

#Steps Notes

vn SynthCoder –, no gt URMP Clarinet Violin same URMP Violin high f0 is played 

perfectly fine. 

Timbre is 

mangled.

vn SynthCoder –, no gt URMP Clarinet Violin same Synthesized

Rhythmic Pluck

high The rhythm is 

preserved! Timbre 

is somewhat too

vn SynthCoder –, no gt URMP Clarinet Violin oct up Synthesized Bass

Rhythmic Pluck

high The rhythm is 

preserved! Timbre 

is somewhat too

vn SynthCoder –, no gt URMP Clarinet Violin same Sampled Violin

Orchestra

high
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/1B4umGtEh3_58aFvikkYnElwFkQzSrCEQ/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/12I0vFHcUf5XO76vbmO7XAY_HxBPoaVYo/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1oatqmfAanpKFS9qayWjIJuDMyqkiKSPX/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1oatqmfAanpKFS9qayWjIJuDMyqkiKSPX/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1oatqmfAanpKFS9qayWjIJuDMyqkiKSPX/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1oatqmfAanpKFS9qayWjIJuDMyqkiKSPX/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1pEe_eZ5luXDn51BpA7xLm815SnEpCDHn/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1uvsCg8cMnsb4H5ZSmEdQDp6l3YP6_ouZ/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1IlLslvLjnrCRWYZVJsw5utm_OxPpa7ZQ/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Nfw2Lwpo_WhulJQxbvw117i92PYeJtYt/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1AsX6wTRgaQhSaCe0uV3W3sBkh44DwXns/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1HTa2cm_k2Y77-X6-WGu3ITqdFPqhncCt/view


#2a: Can SynthCoder generalize to unseen instruments?

- What about poor-trained SynthCoder?

- It’s still doing resynthesis.

Model name MSSL 

(Multi-scale 

spectral 

loss)

Source for audio, f0 

and instrument id

Source 

audio

Target 

instrument_Id

Target f0 Target input audio Output 

audio

Model training 

dataset

Steps

vn SynthCoder - URMP Violin Violin same same URMP violin low

vn SynthCoder –, no gt URMP Clarinet Violin same same URMP violin low
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http://drive.google.com/file/d/1e35glwvxOYDI7pAFMMlefB3icVWRWeez/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1i7L07q5hDJ6jXSybR0zmuNnY1YHThFke/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/13rAS7yHf756lwxOZW0f3F44TO_6ETUDl/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kr92YdMavVEkAhOVBGZ1jQFXlNFHAhuT/view


#2: Can SynthCoder be used for timbre transfer?

- So the answer is in most cases no, because it’s a quite good resynthesizer.

- And it can generalize to other instruments and be used for pitch shifting.
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#3: Can SynthCoder train on dataset w/ multiple instruments?

- Yes. It has MSSE=4.74 and it could be pushed even further by training longer.

Model name MSSL (Multi-scale 

spectral loss)

Source Dataset Steps

vn DDSP 5.00 (eval) Magenta URMP 

violin

no data

vn MIDI-DDSP 

(full)

4.97 (eval) Magenta URMP 

violin

50k

vn MIDI-DDSP 

(synthcoder)

4.20 (eval) Magenta URMP 

violin

10k/10k

vn MIDI-DDSP 

(synthcoder)

4.74 (train) Magenta URMP 

violin

~4k/10k

vn MIDI-DDSP 

(synthcoder)

4.42 (eval) Us URMP 

violin

6.2k/6.2k

all MIDI-DDSP 

(synthcoder)

4.74 (eval) Us URMP 
violin,v iola, cello, c larient, 

trombone, saxophone, 

tuba..

15k/15k
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#4: Can multi-instr. SynthCoder be used for timbre transfer?

- It is bad at timbre transfer.
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#5: Why is SynthCoder such a good resynthesizer? (and bad 

timbre transfer model)

- Ablation study
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Real-time applications
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DDSP-VST

- Magenta has a VST plugin that runs the original DDSP model (with frame size of 1024 samples).

- Because Tensorflow applies DENSE layers to the last dimension, and our time dimension is first after the batch size, 

we can generate audio frame by frame

- We can’t run the model in real time with tiny frame size because it requires high computing power.

- We can try to change frame size to be bigger than during training and see how the model behaves.
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#6: How does SynthCoder react to bigger frame size?

- The audio quality does not degrade (because synths interpolate parameters they receive)

- F0 has ‘slides’ artefacts (as in DDSP which also had big frame size)
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#7: Can SynthCoder be used in real time?

- Yes.
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Conclusions
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Conclusions

- MIDI-DDSP

1. MIDI-DDSP is capable of performing timbre transfer with great fidelity and articulation preservation,

- SynthCoder

1. SynthCoder is generally not capable of performing timbre transfer

a. The reason is that SynthCoder extracts too much information from input audio (compared to original 

DDSP)

2. But SynthCoder is quite good at resynthesis, generalizes to other instruments and can be used for pitch 

shifting

3. SynthCoder cannot perform timbre transfer with bigger frame sizes, performance degrades significantly.

4. We have proposed a real-time implementation of SynthCoder
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Future work

1. Adapt MIDI-DDSP so that it would take only audio as input (and no additional technical data used for training)

2. Make MIDI-DDSP model train faster and/or train on smaller datasets

3. Adapt MIDI-DDSP to real time

4. Polyphonic MIDI-DDSP

5. Try using other synthesizers to see their effect on training speed and output quality
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Thank you for your attention
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